Standard
Modifications

•

Any cabinet that requires a modification must be assembled by KCD.*

•

Note that the price of the modification does not include the price for assembly.

•

Add your modification request to the notes box on your or Dealer Portal order or RFQ and submit to
customercare@kcdus.com.

•

Modification lead time will match current assembled lead times. Painted orders will be 2 weeks out.**

Modific
ation
Code

Description

Cost

Additional
Parts
Needed

RDW

Reduce Depth Wall

$50

None

Reduce the depth of a Wall Cabinet and the interior shelf to the desired dimension. If
required, new holes will be drilled for shelf clips.

$50

None

Reduce the depth of a Base Cabinet to match that of a Vanity Cabinet depth at 21” with False
Fronts installed as required.
Reduce the depth of either a Base Cabinet or Drawer Base Cabinet to match that of a Vanity
Cabinet depth at 21". Drawer boxes will be modified to accommodate the 21" depth. Vanity
depth reductions include the cost of drawer glides; additional fees apply for custom depth
glides.

RDVS

Reduce Depth Vanity Sink base
with false fronts

RDVD

Reduce Depth Vanity base
with Drawer(s)

RDP

Reduce Depth Pantry

ID

Increase Depth

FI

Cabinet w/ Finished Interior

PFG

Prep For Glass

$100 +
Vanity
glides or
$10
per drawer custom
glides

Detailed
Description

None

Reduce the depth of a Pantry Cabinet to the desired dimension. If required, new holes will be
drilled for shelf clips. Note that standard Roll Out Trays (ROT) will no longer fit into the modified
Pantry.

cost of (2)
TEP’s and
(1) YNSHELF2496

(2) TEP
(1) YNSHELF2496
(painted for
Taylor
cabinets)

Increase the depth of any cabinet up to 30” with the exception of CW, and ER. Increasing the
depth of a cabinet requires the additional purchase of up to two matching color Tall End
Panels and (1) YN-SHELF2496 per cabinet modification. For Taylor cabinets, the YNSHELF2496 will have to be painted to maintain the painted interior of the cabinet. If required,
new holes will be drilled for shelf clips.

$150

None

Paint the interior of any cabinet to match the exterior paint color. Interior matching is also available
for Shaker Espresso and Brooklyn Slate, but Is not available for Lenox Mocha at this time.
Prepare the door for glass by routing the interior panel of the door. Interior route will be
finished to match paint or stain of the cabinet. This service is charged per door. Glass not
provided. Additional charge applies to paint interior, see Finished Interior modification.

$100
$200 +

(door route finished)

$50
per
door

BSB

Convert Base into Sink Base

$25

FDS

Install Full Depth shelf in base
cabinet

$25 + cost
of shelf

None

None

Convert a Base Cabinet to a Sink Base Cabinet by removing drawer + hardware and
creating false fronts by permanently attaching the drawer heads to the cabinet.

Custom create a full depth shelf for the inside of any Base Cabinet by cutting a 24”
YNdeep shelf to span the complete depth of the cabinet.
SHELF2496

RB

Reverse Base cabinet, with
drawer at bottom

$50 + cost of
shelf

Reverses the location of the drawer(s) on a base cabinet, by placing the drawer(s) on the

YNbottom and installing a shelf on top of the bottom drawer. For Premier lines add YNSHELF2496 SHELF2496; for Taylor add TEP3096 to create shelf.
for Taylor
add (1) TEP

BMW

Convert Base into Microwave
Base Cabinet

$50 + cost of
shelf

Converts a base cabinet into a microwave base cabinet by placing the drawers on the

YNbottom, installing a shelf and allowing a microwave to be placed under the countertop.
SHELF2496 For Premier lines add YN-SHELF2496 to create shelf above drawers for microwave to sit on;

for Taylor for Taylor add TEP3096 to create shelf.
add (1) TEP

CLC
FPFI
AOFC
FOFC

Custom length cuts for
accessories & trim
Flatpack w/ Finished Interior
Convert Assembled wall
cabinet into Open Faced wall
cabinet
Convert Flatpack wall cabinet
into Open Faced wall cabinet

$10 per
cut

None

Cut accessories and trim to customer length specifications. *Straight cuts only

$175

None

Paint the interior of any cabinet to match the exterior. Paint color Interior matching is available
for Shaker Espresso and Brooklyn Slate, but Is not available for Lenox Mocha at this time. Cabinet
will be repackaged and shipped flatpack.

$150

None

Remove the hinges + doors. Paint the interior to match and ship assembled.

$175

None

Remove the hinges + doors. Paint the interior to match and ship flatpack

*KCD offers prep for glass and finish interior (FPFI) for flat pack orders.
**Lead time for modifications requiring painting is 10 business days or the next available assembly date. All other modifications are 7 business days or the next available assembly date.

